
Cook-A-Roo, Kangaroo eating contest and boomerang throwing contest

Mission Statment

A & M! Events mission is to bring Sydney'a community together while celebrating the native aboriginal
culture of Australia.

Goals & Objectives

Unite the citizens of Sydney, award the best kangaroo recipe, create advertising and awareness of local
restaurants, and celebrate the aboriginal culture

Stakeholders & Benefits of Participants

Competitors, Spectators, Sponsors, Community, A & M! Staff, Volunteers, and Suppliers

Competitors: This event can either bring a positive or negative impact for their businesses pending their
popularity at the cook-off.

Spectators: People who come to the cook-off and take part in the event activities will benefit from the
social atmosphere the cook-off will create. They will also develop a greater awareness of local restaurants
participating in the event as well as the native Aboriginal culture of Australia.

Sponsors: Sponsors will be able to create a greater awareness to the spectators regarding their
businesses and what they can offer.

Community: The Cook-Off will create a closer relationship within the community as well as develop
acknowledgment of the local and regional restaurants. They will also become familiar with the native
Aboriginal culture.

A & M! Events Staff: Our company will increase affiliation between co-workers while delivering an event
for the community to remember. Cook-A-Roo will also increase publicity and community awareness.

Volunteers: The event will benefit volunteers because they will have a better understanding of the process
of running an event. They can potentially meet influential sponsors that could result in their future careers
and further improve their resumé.

Suppliers: The suppliers will benefit from the Cook-A-Roo event by helping sponsor and by advertising at
the event.

Budget

Revenue Amount Expense Amount

Council $ 75,000 Singers $ 10,000

Ticket Sales Band $ 15,000

2,500 x 10 $ 25,000 Aboriginal Performers $ 5,000

Sponsors $ 18,000 Dancers $ 5,000

Merchandise Sales $ 10,000 MC $ 3,500

Advertising $ 10,000 Marketing $ 5,500



Broadcasting Rights $ 12,000 Staging $ 8,000

Lights $ 3,000

Audio $ 10,000

Insurance $ 25,000

Transportation Voucher $ 25,000

Security $ 4,000

Cleaning $ 3,500

Management Staff $ 17,000

Contingency Fund $ 10,500

—————- ——– ——– ——–

Total $ 150,000 Total $ 150,000

Detail Set up and breakdown procedures
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Provide a layout of the event



The Domain is ideal for outdoor events as it is the largest open space in the central business district.

“Venue facilities include power, sewer connection points, telephone connections, water and a small
permanent public toilet block.”

“It is conveniently located to Sydney’s central business district and public transport including major trail
and bus connections.” -Botanic Gardens Trust

Devise and detail a program of the day including
entertainment

Time Item Who



7:00am-10:00am Set-up for event A&M! Event's Employees, Volunteers, Security, Sound Technician

9:00am-10:30am Competitors arrive and begin set-up ALL Business Participants

11:00am Cooking Competition Commences ALL Business Participants

11:00am Attendees start arriving Attendees

11:30am-12:00pm Boomerang throwing contests Contest Participants

1:00pm-2:00pm Local Entertainment Local Musician and Performers

2:00pm-3:00pm Aboriginal dance show Native Aboriginals

3:00pm-4:00pm Voting Judges

4:30pm Winners Announced MC of Event

6:00pm Begin breakdown procedures A&M! Event's Employees, Volunteers, Sound Technician

Create an attendee evaluation process including
questionnaire

SWOT Analysis

Strengths: location, timing, cultural awareness, Sydney attraction, and community and social bonding

Weaknesses: poor contingency venue, strong outdoor event, unpredictable weather, and difficult to
change venue

Opportunities: create awareness of local and regional restaurants for the spectators, create revenue for
both the sponsors and local restaurants as well as the community, and a greater respect for Australian
culture

Threats: creates tension among the competing businesses, a low number of attendants, a catastophic
incident may lead to the Sydney citizens not contracting with A & M! in the future.

Strategic Plan

The strengths of the Cook-A-Roo event are the event location, timing, cultural awareness the event
creates, Sydney attraction, and community and social bonding. The location, the Phillip Precinct, also
known as The Domain, is a strong location to hold the event because it is in the heart of Sydney and it is
the largest open space in the central business district. This historic site is suitable for large concerts,
festivals, sporting events, and community related activities. The event will be held on September 2, 2011
at 12:00pm-4:00pm. The timing of the event is ideal because September is late winter in Australia and
the temperature will be perfect for an outdoor event. The Cook-A-Roo event will create cultural
awareness for the Sydney community. Spectators at the event will have the opportunity to see cultural
aboriginal dancing, boomerang throwing contests, as well as kangaroo recipes, which are native Australian
animals. The event will also be a Sydney attraction and will draw spectators to the “Phillip Precinct” area of
the city. The event will bring together the Sydney community and create bonding which will result in
friendships. This will also be a time to spend with family to celebrate Australian culture.

The weaknesses of the Cook-A-Roo event are a poor contingency venue, unpredictable weather, and
difficult to change venue because this is a strong outdoor event. A & M! Events is working on developing
a contingency venue, but holding this particular kind of event indoors is not ideal. There will most likely
be a decrease in spectator turnout if the event does for any reason have to held indoors. The weather is
something that is always unpredictable, therefore a contingency venue is definitely needed.



The opportunities of the Cook-A-Roo event are to create awareness of local and regional restaurants for
the spectators, create revenue for both the sponsors and local restaurants as well as the community, and
develop a greater respect for Australian culture. By hosting the Cook-A-Roo event, local and regional
restaurants will have the chance to advertise for their businesses, as well as generate revenue because
spectators will be exposed to the restaurants and their native cuisine and will be more likely to visit the
establishment.

The threats involved with the Cook-A-Roo event are creating tension among the competing businesses,
having a low number of attendants at the event, or a catastophic incident may lead to the Sydney citizens
not contracting with A & M! in the future. The competition is made to be friendly competition between the
restaurants, but some may take it personally when their recipes are not voted number one. For example if
the weather is poor and the event needs to be moved indoors, spectators may not want to attend anymore
and a lower event turnout will occur. If something major happens before, during, or after the event,
Sydney citizens will not think very highly of the event and will certainly not think highly of A & M! Events
and will most likely have a negative outlook on future events provided by the company.

A contingency Plan

We plan to have a marquee at the event provided it rains, we will be able to put the sides down and
spectators and participants will be in an enclosed area.

One concern we had about the event was holding it during the summer season, therefore we are holding
it in late winter. By doing so, spectators and participants should not have to worry about the heat. In event
of low temperatures, we will have heat lamps and space heaters on standby if necessary.

We plan to have security and medical aid to maintain the control and composure of the event.

 Example of marquee.

Triple Bottom line analysis

Economic Impacts Social Impacts Environmental Impacts

Good business
participation

Strong family and community involvement
Minimising waste by
recycling

Economic stimulation Strong volunteer opportunities

Creates greater social awareness of restaurants in the community

Creates a greater knowledge and respect for the Aboriginal
Culture

Photos

 Chefs, like Mr. Bagby, will be cooking their favourite
dishes for the visitors.



 These vegetable sides will be used very much by the chefs.

 Singers for the day.



 Dancers like this man.

 Performers.

Aboriginal Culture.

 Aboriginal Dance.



 Spear Throw.

 Recipes include: Kangaroo meatballs

 Kangaroo tacos

 Kangaroo burgers

 Kangaroo filet
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